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The behavioral reactions of the purple sea urchin, Strongylo

centrotus purpuratus, to 300 kVp X-rays were studied. Also, a
study was made of the lethal response to the same conditions of ex-

posure in order to provide a basis for estimating the sensitivity of
the behavioral responses. The urchin was found to detect small
bursts of X-rays and exhibited this detection by distinct behavioral
responses. These responses were (1) retraction of tubefeet, (Z)
flexion of the spines, and (3) a general excitability as shown in increased movement.

When the intact urchin was exposed to X-rays at exposure rates
of 1 R/sec to 15 R/sec until a response occurred, it exhibited both
tubefoot retraction and spinal flexion. Under continuous exposure,

reaction time for tubefoot retraction was exposure-rate dependent

and varied from 1.9 seconds at 15 R/sec to 12.5 seconds at 1 R/sec
The reaction time for spinal flexion was also exposure-rate dependent
and varied from 96 seconds at 15 R/sec to 162 seconds at 1 R/sec
The minimum amount of exposure required to elicit a response at

1 R/sec was found to be 2 R for tubefoot retraction and 6 R for
spinal flexion.

A local exposure to a small area was found to be sufficient to
elicit the responses of tubefoot retraction and the flexion of the spines
in the exposed area. Similarly, localized exposure would also ini-

tiate responses in shielded tubefeet and spines. The reaction of the
tubefeet appeared to have been mediated through the radial nerve

directly and secondarily through the subepidermal nerve net. The
reaction of the spines seemed to have been mediated through the

subepidermal nerve net primarily and secondarily through the radial
nerve. The conclusions about secondary routes of mediation are

based on the observation of slower reaction times when the primary
route is destroyed by sectioning nerves.
Both the reaction of the spines and of the tqbefeet were found

to be affected by intense light, suggesting the possibility that photo-

receptors were perhaps a site for detection of X-rays by the urchin.
The photoreceptors are not entirely responsible for the response,
however, since isolated tubefeet showed some response in intense
light.

The sea urchin is relatively resistant to X-ray as shown by its
LD50/60 days of 10. 37 kR..

The urchins appear to die with only one

syndrome since survival times for decedent animals were narrowly
distributed for a given amount of exposure. This syndrome was not
studied in detail. The acute phase of radiation injury for the urchin
appeared to last about eight weeks.

recovered from the acute effects.
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THE PROMPT RESPONSES OF THE SEA URCHIN,
STRONGYLOCENTROTUS PURPURATUS, TO IONIZING RADIATION
INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstrated that several mammalian species can
detect relatively small doses of ionizing radiations and can utilize
the information gained by detection so as to alter their subsequent
behavior.

It has been hypothesized that detection is the result of ionizing
radiation acting as a physiologic stimulus to excite certain receptor

organs in a manner similar to the adequate stimulus for the receptor
involved. While this hypothesis receives general support, alternative

possibilities exist as will be described later.
The studies involving radiation as a physiological stimulus
have been conducted primarily on rodents and other mammalian

species. Since the vertebrate species have very complex nervous

systems, it is uncertain as to what extent detection is dependent on
the degree of structural elaboration and differentiation found in the
nervous system and sense organs of mammals.
By the investigation of the role of ionizing radiation as an effective stimulus in an organism which is phylogenetically lower than

the mammals, one should be able to assess the degree of neural
complexity required in order to detect ionizing radiation. In the
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search for an appropriate organism one would look to the invertebrate
phyla.

Occasional reports have indicated that some invertebrate species can show prompt responses to ionizing radiation. Among the

invertebrate species reported to react promptly to brief bursts of
ionizing radiation, are the sea urchin species, of the phylum
Echinodermata. Since the echinoid has a relatively simple nervous

system, it should provide a useful means of studying the efficiency
of detection in the absence of an elaborate and highly differentiated

nervous system.
Purpose of Study

The general purpose of this study was to provide a basis for
the interpretation of ionizing radiation as a physiologic stimulus in

the sea urchin,Strongylocentrotus purpuratus,as a representative
an invertebrate phylum (Echinodermata).

of

The specific objectives

of this study were:
1.

To quantitate the responses of the tubefeet and spines of

the urchin to X-rays with respect to reaction time, exposure rate and duration of response.
2.

To provide information regarding the site of X-ray stimulation within the urchin.

3.

To describe the pathway(s) of mediation of tubefeet and
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spine responses to X-rays within the urchin.
4.

To determine the relative sensitivity of the urchin to
X-rays by the use of mortality studies.
Survey of Literature

Levy (1967) suggested that the immediate and transient responses of organisms to ionizing radiation could be explained through
the following mechanisms:
1.

Radiation activation of sensory receptors.

2.

Radiation-evoked changes associated with direct
excitation of neurons.

3.

Radiation-evoked release of biogenic amines into the

circulation with secondary neural effects.

Levy's categories have been paraphrased by the author to read
as follows: (1) action on receptors, (2) non-receptor effects relat-

ing to neurohormone release and synaptic processes and, (3) the

cell membrane hypothesis. Each of the above categories will be discussed separately.

Action on Receptors

Action on Photoreceptors

Receptors more likely to be stimulated directly by ionizing
radiation would probably be those which may involve radiosensitive

biochemical systems in the transduction or early amplification stages
of receptor function.

Photoreceptors provide such a receptor system. According to
Lipetz (1955), a minuscule of energy input (a few electron volts) ab-

sorbed by one molecule of photosensitive visual pigment, can trigger
an excitation within the photoreceptor that results in a response with

an output energy a billion times greater than the input through neural
amplification. Receptor organs are not usually restricted in their

sensitivity to the input of a single energy modality (Levy, 1967).

Thus, an abrupt energy input of several modes to the visual receptor

can serve as a stimulus to trigger the chain of neuronal amplification
and can bring about a behavioral response indistinguishable from the
response caused by the normal stimulus of light.

It was first reported by Axenfeld in 1896 that the behavior of

various insects was affected by X-rays. He put flies in a darkened
wooden box and placed one end of the box in an X-ray exposure field.

Flies placed in the non-irradiated end of a darkened wooden container
moved into the radiation field area shortly after the onset of exposure.
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Axenfeld's insects presumably were stimulated visually since, if
blinded, they failed to move into the exposure area (Lipetz, 1955).

Other investigators have found that brief pulses of X-rays or
gamma rays evoked electroretinograms similar to those evoked by

light in the grass frog, and rabbit (Bachofer, 1962, Pagosyan et al.
1961).

One possible explanation given by Levy (1967) for the photo-

receptors as a site of detection of ionizing radiation, is that
the ocular media become excited upon absorption of X-rays and on

returning to a stable state emit light (fluorescence) which activates
the photoreceptors by the usual mechanism. Serious question has

arisen in the minds of several investigators as to whether fluorescence is indeed the mechanism of detection with the very small exposures employed. Exposures sufficient to excite the dark-adapted

eye require only a few milliroentgens. Newell and Borely (1941)

have pointed out earlier that the doses and dose-rates that cause
detectable fluorescence of the human lens are greater by several
orders of magnitude than the lowest threshold for photoreceptor

stimulation so far reported in the literature. Lipetz (1955) irradiated
bleached and dark-adapted frog retinae at 1800 R/min and was unable to detect any retinal fluorescence. Still, fluorescence cannot
be excluded completely. It is possible that fluorescence produced by

ionizing radiation within a receptor cell could be absorbed by
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filtering through tissue and not be detected. Another explanation may

be that fluorescence was in an undetected spectral range, possibly in
the U V range, a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum which may

activate photoreceptors in many lower animals (Prosser and Brown,
1961) and in man (Wald, 1945).

Activation of Skin Receptors

Frank (1955), using very soft X-rays so that most of the energy

was absorbed within the skin of rabbits and squirrels, found that irradiation of the abdomen produced a rapid drop in blood pressure.

A larger dose was needed to produce the same effect by irradiation
of the back. This difference suggested to him that the radiation ef-

fect was due, in part, to stimulation of a skin receptor, since the
richness of sensory receptors in the skin of these animals are known
to vary regionally.
Changes in cutaneous sensitivity with radiotherapy have been
reported. Lindemann (1949) reported that reductions in touch, pain

and thermal sensitivity occurred in many patients after a therapeutic

series of exposures. These were not always associated with the
radiation-erythema reaction.
Olfactory Receptors

Experimental evidence indicates that the olfactory system is promptly
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excited by ionizing radiation. Garcia et al.(1964) attempted to local-

ize the radiosensitive receptor zone in the rat's head by measuring
changes in conditioned avoidance response to collimated beams of

X-rays directed at different areas of the head. The greatest sensitivity for eliciting a conditioned response was found in the vicinity of
the olfactory bulbs. Because of the possibility of scattered radiation

into other regions of the head, it was not possible to determine
whether the radiation acted directly on the olfactory bulbs, nerve

fibers, or olfactory receptor cells lining the nasal passages.
Cooper and Kimeldorf (1967) made microelectrode recordings

of the activities of single neurons in the anaesthetized rat's olfactory

bulbs after brief exposures to X-rays (0.5 to 2. 0 Et/sec).

Fifteen

percent of the neurons studied exhibited a dramatic increase in firing
frequency within 0.1 to 0.3 sec after onset of exposure; the effect
ceased when the radiation stopped. Ethyl alcohol, perfused through

the nasal cavities of anaesthetized rats, abolished all single-unit
response to radiation. The investigators concluded that radiation

acted at the level of the olfactory receptor cells. Subsequently,
Cooper (1968) inserted a small beta probe into the nasal passage of

rabbits and demonstrated a marked increase in discharge frequency
in the olfactory bulb. Since the radiation was assumed to be confined

largely to the mucosa of the nasal passages, it appears that radiation

acts at the receptor level. The question is still open as to whether
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olfactory stimulation is a direct effect on receptors or acts to produce

ozone that, in turn, stimulates

olfaction.

This very difficult problem

has not been analyzed successfully because of the remarkable sensitivity of olfactory cells to only a few molecules of many odor-producing compounds.

Non-Receptor Effects

Some studies have provided evidence to indicate that radiation

can act directly on muscle and nerve preparations. Conard (1951),
Hug (1959) and Levy (1967)have shown that isolated strips of rat ileum

irradiathd in vitro at high exposure rates exhibit a transient increase
in tone within seconds of the onset of radiation. Conard suggested that

radiation-induced changes in intestinal smooth muscle contractility in

the intact animal are mediated either by a direct effect on smooth
muscle or by an effect on the enteric ganglia of the muscle layer.
Conard (1951) also reported that acetylcholine-blocking agents such

as atropine prevented or impaired the functional effects of radiation
on gut muscle while physostigmine (an anticholine-esterase) enhanced

the effects of radiation in the same preparation. This suggests that
synaptic transmission may be involved.
The Membrane Hypothesis

In 1958, Brinkman and Lamberts reported that relatively low
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doses of X-rays (30 to 150 rads) caused an immediate, but temporary,
drop in the minimal perfusion pressure of epidermis and muscle
fascia. Their technique involved the introduction of an injection

needle into the multimembranous, layered tissue of skin, then exerting pressure on the perfusion fluid. Eventually, tissue back-pressure

equalled perfusion pressure and the system then stabilized itself.
Immediately upon irradiation there was a drop in the pressure re-

quired to maintain the system's equilibrium, and the authors attribute
this change to a transient depolymerization of the mucopolysaccharide

matrix. In support of this view, Brinkman and Lamberts also re-

ported that synovial fluid, a natural polysaccharide, when irradiated
with 100 R or less, immediately decreased in viscosity.
Other investigators have reported similar permeability changes.
Forssberg (1964), working with mice, noted a marked increase in the
diffusion rate of albumin-131I and of glycine- 14 C from the peritoneum

into blood and tissues immediately upon irradiation.
Hug and Schliep (1961) in an effort to elucidate the mechanism

of action of the radiation-induced muscle contractions concluded that

irradiation primarily affects the cell membranes, and offered the
following hypothesis for this action:

In the resting muscle fibre irradiation produces an increased
permeability which persists only during the course of irradiation and for a short time thereafter. The degree of the
permeability change is a function of the dose-rate and its
duration depends on the exposure time. During the time in
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which the permeability is changed a loss of potassium (and
perhaps also of other ions) from the cells takes place and
equivalent amounts of sodium enter the cell. In this way
the quotient of the various internal to external electrolyte
concentrations changes and this is accompanied by a fall of
cell potentials and by contraction of the muscle fibers. Shortly
after irradiation the normal permeability state is almost
completely restored. Due to metabolic processes the original
equilibrium of the electrolyte concentration is restored and
the muscle relaxes.
Perhaps the membrane hypothesis is not specific enough to be

very useful since nerve fibers as well as most other excitable tissues
respond through transient membrane changes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Experimental Animal

The specimen used in this study was the purple sea urchin,
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (Stimpson) (Figure 1).

The sea urchin is classified as follows: phylum-Echinodermata,
subphylum-Eleutherozoa, class - Echinoidea, subclass - Euechino-

idea, superorder - Echinadea, order - Echinoida (Barnes, 1968).
External Characteristics
Sea urchins are typically of globose shape and usually flattened
at the poles. There are five double rows of podia (tubefeet) extending

in a perfect pentaradiate arrangement from the oral to the apical
(aboral) pole of the animal. The podia define five ambulacral chan-

nels, and between these lie the five interambulacral areas (Hyman,
1955).

At the center of the oral surface is found the lantern of Aris -

totle (Figure 2) that consists of five teeth arranged in an intricate

calcareous structure. The mouth is surrounded by a circular, soft ,
membraneous lip, the peristome. Near the mouth the peristome
bears a circlet of five pairs of buccal podia. At the edge of the
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Figure 1. Strongylocentrotus purpuratus in tide pool at -I tide
exhibiting covering reaction
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COELOMIC MEMBRANE
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RETRACTORS

DEPRESSOR OF COMPASS

Figure 2.

LANTERN PROTRACTORS

Aristotle's lantern (after Hyman, 1955).
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peristome in the interambulacral areas are located five pairs of bushy

structures called gills. The most conspicuous external feature of a
sea urchin is the dense armature of calcareous spines. Usually
spines of the oral and aboral areas are shorter than those around the
sides. The spines are long (primary) and short (secondary) and are

more or less equally distributed over the body surface.

At the aboral pole, there also occurs a small membraneous

area, the periproct. The anus is located in the periproct. The oralaboral axis, extending from the mouth to the center of the periproct,
forms an axis of symmetry around which most of the body parts are
pentamerously arranged.
Between the peristome and the periproct the body wall contains
a continuous endoskeletal shell, called a test, that is made of closely

fitted calcareous plates which support the spines.
Nervous System

The nervous system consists of a circumoral nerve ring, the
radial nerves and the subepidermal plexus (Hyman, 1955). The

circumoral nerve ring encircles the beginning of the pharynx just
inside the lantern of Aristotle and is attached to the pharynx by connective tissue bands (Figure 3A.). There are five radical nerves

connected to the circumoral ring. Each radial nerve is a flat band
of nerve cells and fibers that is bound to its outer side, between
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itself and the ambulacral plates, by the epineural sinus, and to its
inner side by the hyponeural sinus.

In their course along the inner surface of the test, the radial
nerve branches a podal nerve to each podium or tubefoot (Figure 3B).
These podal nerves ascend along one side of the podium and spread

out into a nervous layer in the terminal podal disc. The radial nerves
also branch nerves that pass with the podal nerve through the pores
of the ambulacral plates and spread out in the body wall along the

outer surface of the plates of the test, forming an extensive subepidermal nerve plexus. This plexus consists of a ring around the

base of each spine and pedicellaria and nerve fibers which ascend

these structures (Curiot, 1948). The radial nerves pass out in the
wall of the terminal tentacle and terminates in its epidermis (Hyman,

The sensory cells are characteristically bipolar and spindle

1955).

shaped.

Their cell bodies lie among the epithelial cells and are

from 2-5 p.long, according to the depth of the epithelium (Bullock and
Horridge, 1965).
Digestive System

The mouth lies in the center of the oral surface, it is encircled
by a lip-like eminence and leads into a small buccal cavity which is

encircled by the main nerve ring and pierced by the teeth of Aris-

totle's lantern. The pharynx ascends from the buccal cavity
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Figure 3.

A. Vertical section through the lantern region, and B.
transverse section of the ambulacral region, displaying
the distribution of the nervous system. Drawn after

Cuenot, 1948.
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vertically through the center of the lantern to which it is attached by

strands. The pharynx emerges from the top of the lantern and passes
at once into the esophagus. A blind pouch is present at the junction of
the esophagus and intestine. The intestine is arranged in festoons

fastened to the inner surface of the test by mesenteries. The terminal part of the intestine ascends to the underside of the periproct
and opens there by the anus.

Histologically, the digestive tract has the usual layers for an
invertebrate (Hamann, 1887; Bonnet, 1925). It is lined by mostly

ciliated epithelium and covered by a layer of connective tissue and

a thin muscle layer of predominantly circular fibers. Gland cells
may be present in the lining epithelium, especially in the pharynx
(Hamann, 1887).

Respiratory and Excretory Systems

The five pairs of peristomial gills are probably the chief centers of gas exchange. Each gill is a highly branched outpocketing of
the body wall and is lined within and without by a ciliated epithelium.

The internal cavities of the gills are continuous with a separate division of the coelom, called the peripharyngeal coelom, that surrounds
the lantern. Special ossicles and their associated muscles act as a
pumping mechanism, changing the coelomic pressure within the
peripharyngeal coelom and thereby forcing fluid into and out of the
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gills (Barnes, 1968). Pumping depends on the need for oxygen. The

apparatus is under the control of the circumoral nerve ring, which is
stimulated to emit impulses to the lantern by an increase in acidity
resulting from an accumulation of carbon dioxide.

There is a large principal coelom and a number of minor
coelomic compartments which function as an internal exchange cavity.

Coelomocytes are very abundant. There are two major types of

coelomocytes. One type consists of phagocytic cells with well
developed pseudopodia, the other type is not phagocytic and has
short, blunt pseudopodia. The primary function of the coelomocytes

is the transportation of food and waste materials.
Ammonia and urea are the principal excretory products and
are probably removed by general surface diffusion. The coelomo-

cytes are apparently active in the removal of particulate waste and
are believed to carry these accumulations to the gills and podia for
removal (Barnes, 1968).
Reproductive System

All urchins are dioecious and display no sexual dimorphism.

There are five gonads suspended along the interambulacral regions

on the inner side of the test. Each gonad is covered on the outside
with coelomic peritoneum and lined internally with a germinal
epithelium. Between these two layers are found muscle cells and
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connective tissue. A short gona.duct extends aborally from each
gonad and opens through a gonapore located on one of five genital

plates. Sperms and eggs are shed into the sea water by the contraction of the muscle layers of the gonads. Fertilization takes place in

sea water.
Ecology

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus is a burrowing sea urchin that is
found along the Pacific Coast of North America. This species nor-

mally excavates cup-shaped depressions in stones. The burrowing
behavior appears to be an adaptation to counteract excessive wave

action, since this species is largely found in habitats that are exposed to rough water.

There are photoreceptors located on the tubefeet, spines and
general epidermis. These urchins are sensitive to intense light and
will cover themselves with small bits of stone and shells to reduce
the light effect (Barnes, 1968).
Collection Area

The urchins used in this study were collected from the tide
pools at Yaquina Head, north of Newport, Oregon, near the base of
the lighthouse point. Specimens were collected at low tide from
August 1968 through December 1970. Collection trips were planned
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to coincide with specific experiments. The urchins were transported

to the laboratory in polystyrene coolers.
A collection permit was obtained from the Oregon Game and

Fish Commission, and an annual inventory was mailed to the Commission on the number of specimens taken.
Methods

Maintenance Tanks

In the laboratory the sea urchins were maintanined in 150 gallon

recirculating all-plastic tanks, obtained from the Aquarium Systems
Company of Wickliffe, Ohio (Figure 4). The maintenance tanks were

filled with artificial sea water that was prepared from "Instant Ocean"
salts (Table 1) dissolved in tap water. The tanks were refrigerated
and maintained at a constant temperature of 14± 1°C.
The water was circulated through calcium carbonate chips that

acted as a biological filter. This filter bacterially oxidized ammonia

to nitrite and then to nitrate. Nitrate ions are less toxic than
ammonia.

The recirculation of artificial sea water was accomplished with

the aid of three large air pumps acting as lift pumps. These pumps
also aided in the aeration of the water. The pH of the water was
kept at 7.5 and the specific gravity was kept at 1. 025.
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Figure 4. 150 gallon "Instant Ocean" tank used as a maintenance
tank for animals in the laboratory
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Table 1. The components of "Instant Ocean" salts and percent by
weight. Guaranteed analysis provided by the Aquarium
Systems Corporation, Wickliffe, Ohio.
Component
NaC1

MgSO4.7H20
MgC12i 6H20
CaC1

2

KC1

NaHCO3

KBr
H B03
3
SrC1 2-6H 20
WinS0 H2O
4.
Na HPO4.7H 20

% by weight

65.226
16.307
12.762
3.261
1.737
.4963
.

07206

.

06214

.

04689

.

009379

.

009379

.

002343

2

LiC1

002343

Na Mo04.2H 20
2

Na 25203.5H 20
Ca(C H1107)2. H2O

.

002343
001669

6

Al2(SO4)3.18H 20

.

001202

RbC1

.

0004005

ZnS0 4.7H 20
KI
EDTA NaFe
CoS04.7H 20

.

0002563

.

0002403

.

0001936

.

0001335

.

00002670

CuS0 4.5H 20
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A deck of four G. E. "Plant Lite" fluorescent light tubes were
maintained over the tanks to encourage the growth of an algal bloom.
The fluorescent lights were held on a day-night cycle of 12 hours on
and 12 hours off.

All urchins were allowed to acclimate in the tanks for at least
48 hours before being used in experiments.
X-ray Unit

A General Electric Maxitron 300 therapy unit, located at the

Radiation Center, was used to expose the urchins to X-rays (Figure
5 and 6).

The urchins were subjected to exposure rates which

ranged from 1 R/sec. to 15 R/sec. The inherent filtration of the
X-ray tube and an additional 0.25 mm copper filter were used to provide a beam quality equivalent to a half value layer of 0.9 mm copper

for all X-ray work. A phantom made of water equivalent acrylic
plastic equal in volume to the volume of the urchin and sea water

was used in dosimetric measurements. The phantom measured 13
x 13 x 8 cm. The dosimetry was done with a 250 R Victoreen air

equivalent thimble chamber. The chamber was inserted into the

phantom at a height 3 cm below its surface. An average of three
exposures was used to determine each exposure rate due to variations
in line voltages. Dosimetry was checked each day before any exposure was done.
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Figure 5. The X-ray head of the General Electric Maxitron
300 X-ray unit
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Figure 6. The control panel of the General Electric Maxitron
300 X-ray unit.
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Exposure Containers

For irradiation, the urchins were exposed in 0.5 cm lucite containers whose dimensions were 13 x 13 x 13.5 cm. A stereotaxic unit
(Figure 7) was devised in order to keep the urchin oriented in a constant geometry with respect to the X-ray beam. The unit was made
of lucite and was arranged as follows: The base was 1.2 cm thick,
12 cm wide and 12 cm long. Attached to the base were three 2.5 x

1.1 x 5.6 cm blocks of lucite. These blocks were cemented to the

base in a circle of 6 cm radius. In the middle of each block, 4 cm
from the base, 5 mm threaded rods were placed so that they could be
screwed into position when an urchin was present. Another circular

piece of lucite 6 cm in diameter and 1.8 cm high was placed in the

center of the circle in order to hold the urchin off the base. Each
urchin was exposed with 3 cm of sea water over its test.
Observational Equipment

The urchins were subjected to continual observation both during

and for a period after irradiation. The observation was done with the
aid of a 3-unit closed circuit television system (Figure 8). The system consisted of a Shibaden Model HV-15 camera equipped with an

automatic light compensator, an F 1.9 25 mm lens and a 12-inch

transistorized receiver/monitor, and an Apeco video tape deck,
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Figure 7.

The stereotaxic device that was used to hold urchins
in a fixed position during irradiation. Shown along
side of exposure container.
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TP1

Figure 8. Closed circuit TV system used to record behavioral
reactions during X-ray exposure
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Model VT 101, with helical scanning rotary heads and an audiochannel.

The tape deck used 1/2-inch videotape.

For the detection study, the camera was placed in the X-ray
exposure room with the subject in focus. The recorder and monitor

units were placed in the X-ray control room for a visual check on the
experimental test situation.
The X-ray exposure room lighting was from two 300 watt incan-

descent light bulbs that were located in the ceiling. Since the specimen was in the shadow of the head of the X-ray unit, an extra 60 watt

incandescent bulb located three feet behind the camera was used to

ensure balanced lighting. A videotape recording was made of all the

experiments and rerun at a later time for analysis in the laboratory.
Analysis of Data

Preliminary studies indicated that there were two specific behavioral responses exhibited by the urchin in response to X-ray
exposure, one of tubefoot retraction and one of flexion of the spines.
When the X-ray unit was turned on, it gave a high pitched sound

due to a 20 kHz oscillator located in the tube head. This sound was
recorded by an audio channel microphone on the videotape and pro-

vided an exact measure of the exposure duration.

Each videotape of the experiments was rerun in the laboratory
in order to analyze each behavioral response. The reaction time
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(i.e. time from the instant the X-ray unit was turned on until the
response could be detected) was measured with a calibrated stop-

watch. Each reaction time was the average for three replays of one
recorded observation.

Both the tubefoot and spine response times against exposure rate

were subjected to regression analyses in order to determine the best fit

line for the data. Figures 10 and 11 are the results of these analysis.
The results of the experiments concerning the mediation of a
specific response were analyzed in the foll'owing manner: To determine if the response of the tubefeet and spines could be elicited by

local exposure, a system was devised whereby only one-third of the
urchin would be exposed with X-rays directly while the other two-

thirds was shielded. Several treatments were done to the urchin exposed in this position. The treatments were as follows: (1) the

urchin was left intact in order to determine if radiation would elicit
local responses of the tubefeet and spines, (2) the subepidermal
nerve net was sectioned at the edge of the exposed region in order to

determine if it played a role in the mediation of the responses, (3)
the radial nerves were transected along the edge of the exposed por-

tion and the nerve net left intact, in order to determine if the radial
nerves played a role in the mediation of the responses, (4) both

radial nerves and the nerve set were transected along the exposed portion in order to determine if there were other means of
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mediation.

To determine if there were significant differences in the reaction times of the exposed tubefeet and spines among treatment groups,

an analysis of variance was run on the data. The reaction times for
the tubefeet and spines in the shielded areas were also subjected to

an analysis of variance. These analyses were done in order to determine if any of the treatments affected the mediation of the responses
within the shielded area. The reaction time of the intact urchin was

used as a standard of measurement. The F statistic at the 95 percent level was used as the basis of all analysis.
The data from the study regarding the least exposure required

to elicit a response and the mortality response data were analyzed
with the aid of a general quantal response analysis computer program.
This program was adapted to the Oregon State University computer
(CDC 3300) by Hodge (1971). The program is based on probit analy-

sis and is modified for the computer. It employs the maximum likelihood method, an iterative procedure that determines the line of best
fit to transformed data by applying weights that decrease toward the

extremes of the distribution. If one assumes the data to be lognor-

mally distributed, the program transforms the exposures to the natural logarithm of the exposure and transforms the number responding
to a weighted normal equivalent deviate (NED) value (NED = probit
minus 5). A linear regression is then analyzed for the maximum
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likelihood of being the best fit line. New weights are assigned and
the computation is iterated with the new weighted NED values. Test-

ing, weighing and iteration continue until the values for the Y inter-

cept and the slope of the regression line do not differ from the previous values by more than 0.001. The confidence limits are based on

a statistical parameter for probability of 0.05.
Isolated Tubefoot Responses

In order to quantitate the responses of the isolated tubefoot,
a motion transducer was used in conjunction with an ink-writing
oscillograph.

Tubefeet were removed from the urchin by sectioning close to

the test. An isolated tubefoot was attached to one arm of a balanced
aluminum lever while the other end of the lever was attached to a
Model MK II isotonic myographic transducer (E and M Instrument
Company, Houston, Texas). The transducer was able to convert

motion to electrical impulses by movement of a very small iron filiment in the magnetic field of a solenoid coil. The coil and first stage
of amplification was powered by 7.5 V dry cells. The induced signal

was fed directly into the d c. driver amplifier of a Grass Model 7
polygraph. Recordings were made on ink recording chart paper for

subsequent analysis of the response.
The isolated tubefoot was exposed to X-rays in a continuous
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flow, closed circuit, sea water bath system that was aerated and
cooled to a constant temperature. The system was composed of a

perfusion chamber, an aeration chamber and a pumping system. A
diagram of the system is shown in Figure 9. The perfusion chamber

was prepared from a thin-wall plastic cylinder which had a diameter

of 2.5 cm and a height of 9.5 cm. The top of the cylinder was left
open. The bottom was fitted with a tube connection to an aeration

chamber. The aeration chamber consisted of a screw top plastic

bottle which had a diameter of 5 cm and a height of 12 cm. Openings

with fittings were placed in the screw cap for air inlet and thermistor

probe, and in the sides for water inlet and outlet. The chamber was
aerated through an aquarium air pump. The air pressure built up in

the sealed chamber forced the sea water out of the aeration chamber

into the perfusion chamber. The sea water from the perfusion chamber was returned to the aeration chamber by a Cole-Parmer "Masterflux"peri"staltic pump with a Model 7014 pump head.

Temperature was maintained by adding ice periodically to a
cold water bath which surrounded the aeration chamber. Temper-

ature was monitored by the thermistor unit of the YSI Tele-thermo-

meter and recorded on a channel of a Grass Model 7 polygraph. The
polygraphic records of the tubefeet were analyzed for the factors of

reaction time, amplitude of response, and the duration of response
for each total exposure and exposure rate to which they were subjected.
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441%1/

FW-14041114114,
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Figure 9. A semi-schematic drawing of the system used to study isolated tubefoot reactions
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RESULTS

In the initial series of experiments, it was found that the behavioral response involved (1) the retraction of tubefeet, (2) the
flexion of spines and (3) a general increase in activity. Response

criteria were established so as to provide consistent, readily defined endpoints of response for the tubefeet and spines. Each response of Types 1 and 2 was analyzed as a function of the physical

factors of exposure so as to provide inferences about the threshold
reaction time and other physiological parameters with respect to
exposure rates and amount of exposure. These studies were followed
by experiments concerning the mediation of effects and the possible
mechanism for detection.

Response Criteria

The term retraction is used to describe the reaction of the tubefeet to X-ray exposure. In this reaction, the tubefoot shortens and
bends. Muscle contraction commences at the base of the foot and

continues to move progressively along the entire foot.

Since the reaction of tubefoot retraction occurs in the urchin

as a part of its normal behavioral repertoire, it is not unusual for a
few tubefeet to retract spontaneously anywhere over the surface of

the organism. When the urchin was exposed to X-rays, however, a
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large group of tubefeet retracted en masse. It was this en masse

retraction that was used as a criteria for tubefoot retraction in this
study.

The reaction usually involved fifty or more feet in retraction.

The term flexion is used to describe the reaction of spines to
X-rays. In this reaction, the spines rotate in an arc about their base
attachment to form an angle of less than 45 degrees between the spine

and the surface of the test.

The criterion for a positive reaction was

arbitrarily set at flexion of more than four spines concurrently. This
was done in order to discount the occurrence of an occasional spinal

flexion as a positive response. Flexion is normally seen in urchins
that have been out of water for a long period of time.

When the urchins were exposed to X-rays, a general increase
in movement by the urchin was observed. This was most obvious

when the test organism was not restrained by the stereotaxic device.
Radiation exposure initiated a burst of activity in spines and tubefeet

in resting test subjects. When the urchins were active at the onset
of exposure, they showed an increased activity during irradiation.

The general increase in movement of non-restrained urchins was
not quantitated because an acceptable experimental design was not
worked out.

Reaction Times as a Function of Exposure Rate
Sea urchins were exposed in groups of eight to X-rays at 15, 10,
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5, 3 and 1 R/sec. The urchins were subjected to continuous irradiation until a response occurred. The experiments were monitored and
recorded for subsequent analysis as described in the methods section
under observational equipment.

When the urchins were exposed to X-rays, there was a period
of time between the onset of exposure and the beginning of the reaction.

This period was made up of the time required for the organ-

ism to receive a minimum effective exposure and the time for the

organism to respond to the stimulus. This period of time will be

referred to as the reaction time.
Figure 10 shows the average reaction time for tubefoot retraction when the animal is exposed in the manner described. The reac-

tion time of the tubefeet was exposure rate dependent. The curve of

reaction time vs. exposure rate tended to be asymptotic to both the
ordinate and the abscissa, indicating an existence of a minimum exposure rate and a minimum reaction time for the reaction of tubefeet.
Spines exposed under these conditions exhibited a flexion response. The curve of reaction time vs. exposure rate (Figure 11)

showed the same general shape of the tubefoot curve. The reaction

times are considerably longer for spine flexion than for tubefoot

retraction at each exposure rate.
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Figure 10. Mean reaction times for tubefoot retraction at various
exposure rates of X-rays. Six animals tested at each point.
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Minimum Amount of Exposure to Elicit Response

Since the above experiments indicated that a minimum exposure

was necessary to elicit responses of tubefeet and spines, an effort
was made to determine these minimum exposures at an exposure

rate of 1 R/sec
To determine the minimum amount of exposure for tubefoot re-

traction, groups of eight urchins were exposed, one at a time, to

2,3,4,5 or 6 second durations of X-rays at 1 R/sec.

1,

The minimum

exposure required to elicit the tubefoot response was 2 R. The re-

sults of these exposures were also subjected to the quantal response
analysis program and the derived curve is displayed in Figure 12.

A

detailed description of this analysis is presented in the section on

methods. The linearity Chi square was 1.21 and the G value 0.21.
The calculated 50 percent response level was 3.6 R at 1 R /sec.
For the study of the minimal effective exposure for spinal flexion, groups of eight urchins were exposed to 1 R/sec of X-rays for

6,8,12,14 or 16 seconds. The minimum amount of exposure that
elicited a, response was 6 R. The results of these exposures were

subjected to quantal response analysis and are presented in Figure
13.

The linearity Chi square was 0.96 and the G value was 0.37.

The calculated 50 percent response level was 12 R at 1 R/sec
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Figure 12. Percent responding by tubefoot retraction to increasing
amounts of exposure (X-rays) at 1 Et/sec. Eight specimens
were tested at each exposure.
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tested at each exposure.
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Mediation of Responses

In order to determine if the observed responses of urchins to

X-rays required total body exposure, experiments were made to restrict exposure to specific anatomical regions by means of lead

shields. A 1/4-inch thick lead sheet was used to shield most of the
animal while a specific region remained exposed. The reaction time

for tubefoot retraction and for spinal flexion was measured in the
shielded and unshielded regions of the urchin. The shielded area

was arbitrarily subdivided into two regions in the analysis with respect to distance from the exposed region.

The distribution of the

two shielded regions and the non-shielded region are diagrammed in
Figure 14.

The reaction times for tubefoot retraction in the test subject
are summarized in Table 2. The reaction time for the exposed area
(A) was much less than the reaction time for the shielded areas (B)
and (C).

The exposure rate for this study was 15 R/sec. Analysis of

variances showed that the response times for the three areas were
significantly different at the 95 percent level (F 17.9 > F, 05 = 3. 68).

The reaction times for flexion of the spines are reported in Table 3.
Analysis of variances showed that the response times for the three
areas were significantly different at the 95 percent level (F 25.19 >
F.05 = 3.68).

X-RAY
BEAM

LEAD SHIELD

PLASTIC CONTAINER

STEREOTAXIC DEVICE
-URCHIN

Figure 14. Exposure conditions for mediation study. Position of lead shield edge is
indicated by the dark line between regions A and B. Regions B and C were
arbitrarily designated so that reaction times of the three regions could be
compared with respect to the distance from the exposed regions.
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Table 2. Response times in seconds for tubefoot retraction, different
areas of partially exposed intact urchin. Region A is in the
exposure field while Regions B and C are in the non-exposed
field.
Urchin
Number
1

2
3

Region

4
3
3

6
5c

2.7

5

Region

5

4

5

3
5

6
6
6
5
6

4.3

5.5

A

2
2
2

4

Region

4
4

Table 3. Response times in seconds for spinal flexion, different
areas of partially exposed intact urchin. Region A is in
the exposure field while Regions B and C are in the nonexposed field.
Urchin
Number
1

2
3

4
5
6

Region

Region

Region

A

120
70
105
95

165
125
180
170

90

110
110

85

94.2

143.3

195

210
200
200
170
165

190.0
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Nerve Sectioning Experiments

Having found that the responses could occur in both shielded and

non-shielded regions, a study was made to determine if the reactions
in the shielded areas were dependent on neural integration for their
mediation. In an attempt to determine the extent of neural involve-

ment in the mediation, several treatments were made on the urchins
subsequently subjected to partial body exposure.

All treatment groups were exposed to X-rays at an exposure

rate of 12 R/sec until a response occurred. Each group contained

six test subjects. The treatments and their effects are described
for each group below:
Radiation Controls

In order to provide a basis of comparison for reaction time, the
urchins of this group were left intact and exposed to X-rays. The re-

sults for tubefoot retraction are shown in Figure 15. The average
reaction time for the exposed tubefeet was 3. 3 seconds and the average reaction time for the non-exposed tubefeet was 5.5 seconds. The

results for the spines are summarized in Figure 16. The average
response time for the exposed spines was 95 sec and the average
response time for the shielded spines was 146.7 seconds.

These results were used as standard reaction controls for the
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Figure 15. Tubefoot response with partial exposure of the intact
urchin. Exposure rate = 12 R/sec. Middle bar represents the difference between mean response times.
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Figure 16. Spinal response with partial exposure of the intact urchin.
Exposure rate = 1Z R/sec. Middle bar represents the
difference between mean response times.
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other treatments in this study.
Grooved Urchins

In order to determine the role of the subepidermal nerve net,
a groove was cut completely around the urchin that transected the

epidermis and the subepidermal nerve net.

This groove penetrated

to the surface of the test. For exposure, the urchin was placed so
that the groove was situated at the edge of the shield. When urchins
were partially exposed under the grooved conditions, the exposed
tubefeet exhibited a reaction time of 3. 6 seconds, while the shielded
tubefeet exhibited a reaction time of 6. 8 seconds (Figure 17). The

average spine reaction time was 115 seconds in the exposed region
and 267 seconds in the shielded region. The average spinal reaction
time was 115 seconds in the exposed region and 267 seconds for the
shielded region. The average difference in response times between

the exposed and shielded areas was 151 seconds (Figure 18).
Radial Nerves Transected Aborally

In an effort to determine the role of the radial nerves in the
mediation of the response of urchins to X-rays, the radial nerves
were transected on the aboral surface of the test. The nerves were
sectioned at a point that coincided with the edge of the area covered

by the lead shield. In this treatment only the radial nerves were
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Figure 17. Partial exposure of grooved urchins. Exposure rate =
12 R/sec. Middle bar represents the difference between
mean response times.
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transected, the epidermis was left intact with the exception of a small

slit over the radial nerves.
The results of partial exposure under this treatment is seen in
Figure 19 for the tubefeet. The reaction time for the exposed tube-

feet was 3.5 seconds and the reaction time for the shielded tubefeet
was 18 seconds. The difference between the response times was

14.5 seconds.

Figure 20 shows the results of the spine responses when exposed under this treatment. The reaction time for the exposed spines
averaged 75 seconds and the shielded spines exhibited a reaction time
of 135 seconds on the average. The difference in the response times
was 60 seconds.

Radial Nerves Transected Orally
Another treatment of the shielded urchin involved transection

of the radial nerves on the oral surface of the test. This was done
in an attempt to determine if the responses in the shielded region were
dependent on imput from the oral region. The nerve net was left

intact and the cuts in the radial nerve were made to coincide with
the edge of the shielded region.

The results of this treatment for tubefoot retraction are shown
in Figure 21. The average response time of the exposed tubefeet

was 3.6 seconds. The average response time for the shielded
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Figure 19. Partial exposure of urchin, radial nerves sectioned on
fhe aboral surface of test. Exposure rate = 12 R/sec.
Middle bar represents difference between mean response
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Figure 20. Partial exposure of urchin, radial nerves sectioned on
aboral surface to test. Exposure rate = 12 R /sec.
Middle bar represents the difference between mean
response times.
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Figure 21. Partial exposure of urchin. Radial nerves sectioned on
the oral surface of the test. Exposure rate = 12 R/sec.
Middle bar represents the difference between mean
response times.
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tubefeet was 6.2 seconds. The difference in reaction times was 2.6
seconds.

The-average response time of the exposed spines was 77 seconds

and the average reaction time of the shielded spines was 143 seconds
(Figure 22). The difference between the response times was 66
seconds.
Completely Sectioned Urchin

The final treatment of total sectioning of the test was done on
another group of urchins. The purpose of this sectioning was to

determine if the visceral organs assumed a role in the mediation of
the response of the urchin to X-rays. In this treatment, both the
subepidermal nerve net and the radial nerves including the test were
sectioned.

The visceral organs of the urchin were left intact. The

transection was made to coincide with the shield edge so that the
portion of urchin on one side of the cut would be completely shielded

and the portion on the other side of the cut exposed to X-rays.
The exposed tubefeet exhibited an average response time of

3.6 seconds. The average response time was 117 seconds for the
exposed spines. There was no response observed in the shielded

region in either tubefeet or spines- (Table 4).
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Table 4. The effects of complete sectioning of urchin, the test was

completely sectioned for these experiments and held together within the stereotaxic device.

Run No.

Latency to Response in
Exposed Area
Spines
Tubefeet

1

4

68

2

5

140

3

2.5

120

4

3

110

5

4

118

6

3

150

3.58

117.6

Latency to Response in
Shielded Area
Tubefeet
Spines

NO RESPONSE SEEN

Average
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Statistical Evaluation

The reactions, that occurred in the exposed region of subjects

in all treatment groups, served primarily as a source of excitation
for the shielded region in each case. An analysis of variance of the
reaction times was run for both exposed spines and exposed tubefeet.

The respective F tests showed that there was no significant differences among treatment groups between the tubefoot retraction times

or the spinal flexion times at the 95 percent level. The values are

as follows: F = 0.073<F T= 2.76, DF = 4,25, P = . 05 for tubefoot
reaction times. F = 4. 30 <FT= 5.34, DF = 4,25, P = . 05 for spine
reaction times.
Analysis of variance was run on the differences in response

times for tubefoot retraction and spinal flexion for all of the treat-

ments in the shielded area. The treatment of cutting the radial nerve
on the aboral side of the test was significantly different from the

rest of the treatments for tubefoot retraction (Figure 23).
(FC= 14. 16 >FT= 9.39. DF = 3,19, P = . 05).

The treatment of

grooving the urchin was significantly different from the rest of the

treatments at the 95 percent level for spine flexion (Figure 24).
(F = 10.3> FT= 9.,39, DF =
C

3,19, P =

05)
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Figure 23. Differences between reaction times of tubefeet in exposed
and unexposed sides of urchin under different treatments.
In each case the difference denotes a slower reaction in
the shielded area.
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Experiments Concerning the Site of Stimulation:
The Effect of Light on Reactions

Possible sites for stimulation in the exposure field are the
dermal photoreceptors. A study was made of the possible interaction
of light and X-ray photons on the initiation of a reaction. The reac-

tion to differing light intensities is natural with the urchin. Since pig-

ments in dermal chromatophores disperse in light and concentrate in

darkness (Prosser and Brown, 1961), a measure of reactivity at dif-

ferent intervals after complete dispersal by light, would give an indication of the chromatophore's role in the reaction. In an effort to
determine if the photoreceptors of the urchin were involved in its re-

action to X-rays, dark adaptation curves were run for both tubefoot
and spine reactions.

For this experiment, the urchins were subjected to very intense
light in an effort to disperse all the pigment of their chromatophores,
then allowed to adapt to absolute darkness for different intervals of

time before brief exposure to X-rays at 15 R/sec. Changes in the
reaction time were used to indicate the effect of dark adaptation.
The dark adaptation curves (Figure. 25) indicate that the spine

reaction time was affected by prior light exposure and that the tubefoot response was not affected by light.
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Figure 25. Dark adaptation curves for spine and tubefoot responses after an intense light exposure.

Subjects

were irradiated at 15 R/sec at various times after exposure to intense light for one minute. Each
point represents the mean reaction time of six specimens.
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The effect of X-ray exposure after dark adaptation and light

adaptation on the reaction time for the range of exposure rates was
then examined in the next experiment.

As shown in Figure 26, dark adaptation had little effect on the

reaction time vs. exposure rate curve for tubefoot retraction. There
was a definite lowering of the reaction time of spines, when exposed

to X-rays during dark adaptation at exposure rates greater than 3
R/sec (Figure 27).
Isolated Tubefoot Responses

In order to investigate the possibility of a direct action of
radiation on tubefeet, a study was undertaken in which isolated tube-

feet were exposed to X-rays.
The tubefeet of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus have a very small

diameter and are quite delicate so that they could not be used easily

in isolated preparations. Since a related species, Strongylocentrotus

franciscanus, has much larger and more sturdy tubefeet, its tubefeet
were used. The tubefeet were removed from the urchin by cutting

them as close to the test as possible. The isolated tubefeet were
then exposed to X-rays in a closed, recirculating seawater bath as
described in the Methods section. The bath was maintained con-

stantly at a temperature of between 13 and 15 degrees centigrade.
When the isolated tubefeet were irradiated at a constant
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Figure 26. The effect of dark adaptation on tubefoot responses to
X-rays. The light adapted curve was done in room light
andthe dark adapted curve was done in the presence of
a 25 watt red light. Each point represents a mean of the
responses of six urchins.
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Figure 27. The effect of dark adaptation on spine responses to X-rays.
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exposure rate and the length of exposure varied, the amplitude and
duration of response was found to vary as the duration of exposure.

Both the amplitude and duration of response increased as the length
of exposure increased.
The relationship between exposure rate and duration of exposure

(Figure 28) shows that the minimum exposure rate for a response was

about 1.9 R/sec and the minimum reaction time was about 2 seconds.
The relationship refers to the minimum time (duration) that a stimulus

of a particular strength (intensity) must be applied to elicit a minimal
response. This curve resembles a strength - duration curve of nerves
and muscles.

In order to determine if photoreceptors might play a role in the
response of isolated tubefeet, a study involving the effects of light
on the amplitude of response was done. Since the method of recording

the contraction in the isolated system permitted measurements of
amplitude, this index was used instead of the reaction time used
elsewhere.

Isolated tubefeet were exposed to X-rays at varying exposure

rates in absolute darkness, normal room light and intense light. The
dark-adapted tubefeet showed a higher amplitude of response at all

exposure rates than the tubefeet exposed in room light or intense
light. Exposure in room light caused the amplitude of response to be

dampened, and exposure in intense light caused an even larger
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Figure 28. Exposure rate and exposure duration relationships necessary to elicit
contraction of the isolated tubefoot. Each point represents the mean
of six preparations. The tubefeet were exposed to X.-rays at specific
exposure rates for varying intervals of times. The time which was
just sufficient to cause a response was used as the criterion for
response.
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dampening effect (Figure 29).
Mortality Response

In an effort to determine the sensitivity of urchins to X-ray injury, a study was undertaken of the mortality response of urchins to

X-rays. Sea urchins in groups of eight animals were exposed to
40 kR, 30 kR, 20 kR, 15 kR, 12 kR, 8 kR and 6 kR of X-rays. The
exposure conditions were 300 kVp, 20 mA, 0.25 mm of Al HVI.0 and

an Al exposure rate of 1440 R/min.

The injurious effects of irradiation were first seen in the 40
kR group.

The syndrome began with the bleaching of color from the

tubefeet after two days. This was followed by the shedding of spines.

At first, the loss of spines occurred in isolated groups but, after 24
hours, a loss of most of the spines was noted. The whole test surface then became covered with a white mucous-like substance. An

urchin was assumed to be dead when it no longer responded by ten-

tacle movement to an external stimulus. No feeding was obser ved
in urchins after the bleaching process began in the tubefeet. The

morbidity syndrome started two days post-irradiation (P. I.) with
death by four days in the 40 kR group.
Those urchins exposed to 30 kR of X-rays showed no indication

of radiation effects until day seven P. I. It was then noted that none

of the animals exhibited the usual covering reaction from intense
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light. On day eight, the bleaching of tubefeet was seen first, and the

loss of spines was detected three days later. The first death occurred on day 13 P. I. yielding the complete lethal syndrome in five
days.

The urchins exposed to 20 kR appeared normal until day 12 P.
I.

,

when, again, the bleaching of tubefeet was the first indication of

radiation damage. The syndrome proceeded as in the higher ex-

posure groups, but was spread out over seven days in this instance.
The 15 kR group follow the same pattern of death, but the syndrome

was spread over a period of ten days.
The lethal syndrome appeared to be the same for all exposure

groups, but progressed at a slower rate as the amount of exposure

was decreased. Mean survival time for decedent animals ranged
from four days in the 40 kR group to two weeks in the 6 kR group.

When the mortality data were subjected to quantal response analysis

by the best fit method, the data were found to fit a normal distribu-

tion. A description of quantal response analysis is found in the
Methods section.
The LD50/60

days

was calculated to be 10.37 kR (Figure 30).

The distribution of deaths (Figure 31) seems to indicate a similar

pattern of morbidity for all urchins in which survival time was
dependent on the amount of exposure received.

All of the urchins that remained alive at eight weeks
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post-exposure began to show signs of recovery. These signs included

a regrowth of spines and restoration of pigmentation. The acute

response time for the urchins was completed within eight to nine
weeks following exposure.
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INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In almost all excitable tissue, there is a direct relationship
between strength and minimum duration of an effective stimulus. A

plot of strength-duration data characteristics of this relationship
generally yields a hyperbolic curve which shows that brief stimuli

require greater intensity than long ones to evoke a minimal detect-

able response. A strength-duration curve reveals an ill-defined
threshold intensity (rheobase) below which, no matter how long the

stimulus lasts, a response will never be evoked. Studies in the past
usually involved electrical current as a stimulus modality. When
ionizing radiation is used as a stimulus modality, similar relationships should hold.

The immediate response of tubefeet seen in Figure 8 seems

to corrobrate this relationship for X-ray stimulation in some excitable tissue of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus. Hug (1959) found a

similar relationship for tubefoot withdrawal by Echinus miliaris
when exposed to X-rays. The observation that a minimum exposure

rate and duration is required to elicit the response of both tubefeet
(Figure 10) and spines (Figure 11) seems to lend additional evidence

for the action of X-rays as a physiological stimulus.
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Mediation of Responses

Other investigations of the physiology of the echinodea seem to

suggest the hypothesis that the spine response is mediated through
the subdermal nerve net and that the tubefoot response is mediated

through the radial nerves.
With respect to spine action, Romanes and Ewart (1881) isolated

a small area of the echinodea integument by cutting through the nerve
net layer but not the test and found that stimuli applied within the

area continue to evoke responses of spines within the incised zone but
not outside it. This suggested that the spread of excitation was not

via deep reflex centers. Von Uexkull (1900) reported that, after making a linear incision through the epidermis of Echinus esculentus and
stimulating on one side of it, a spine on the other side of the incision
would bend toward the end of the cut nearest the stimulus. Kinosite
(1941) was unable, however, to confirm Von Uexkull's observation.

He claimed that excitation could be relayed around the cut if a spine

was present at the end of the cut. He concluded that the spine at the
end of the cut, on bending, caused a renewed impulse discharge and
a relaying of excitation beyond the cut by virtue of stretching the

neurons at the base of the spine. When the spine at the end of the cut
was held fixed there was no spine response beyond it.
Bullock and Biederman (1961) could not repeat Kinosite's
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results on Strongylocentrotus, Echinometra or Echinothrix. Instead,
they were impressed by how strictly confined the spread of conduc-

tion was, i.e.,the lines of conduction between the stimulation site
and the response site did not bend appreciably around the end of a
cut. Even very short cuts created a shadow area of non-response.

According to Bullock (1965), evidence favors the view that the local-

ized responses of the spines to mechanical stimulation of the test are
mediated through the external nerve fibers without the intervention of

test-penetrating strands.
The results of the present set of experiments do not appear to
fit the concept of Bullock. The fact that the spines across the groove

from the exposure did respond, suggests that an alternate route can
be used in the mediation of the response. Since there is a connection

between the nerve net and the radial nerve cord through the test, the

radial nerve cord could be the alternate route of mediation. Hyman
(1955) states that the spines operate by way of the sub-epidermal

network to ordinary stimuli, but integration through the radial nerves

may occur if severe stress is encountered. This may be the case
with the response of spines in Strongylocentrotus to X-rays after
epidermal grooving across the nerve net.
The experimental data seem to suggest that tubefoot retraction

is mediated through the radial nerves. The precise motor pathways
from the radial nerve cord to the feet have not been defined
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anatomically. They are presumed to be contained within the lateral

nerves which issue from the radial nerve cord (Bullock, 1965).
Millott and Yashida (1959) did observe in Diadema antillarum that

mechanical stimulation of the radial nerve cord causes a number of

neighboring tubefeet to retract.
Since sectioning of the radial nerve on the aboral surface of the

test caused the reaction time of the tubefeet to be significantly longer
than that of radial nerve transection on the oral surface of the test
and that of epidermal grooving (Figure 21), the path of mediation is

pres4med to be aborally from the area of irradiation.
The observation that tubefeet did respond on the shielded side

of the transection of the radial nerve cord indicates the presence of
an alternative route of mediation. From the delay in response time
involved, it is suggested that the alternate path is the nerve net, which
is known to innervate the tubefeet (Hyman, 1955).
The Effect of Light on the Reactions
Hug (1960) proposed that some invertebrate reactions might

be produced by ionizing radiation acting on photosensitive molecular

and cellular structures located in deep tissue. Reversible reactions
to light in the absence of specific receptor structures have been observed to be widely distributed among the invertebrates and have been

found in some vertebrates as well (Prosser, 1950; Mil lot, 1957).
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It is possible that the reaction of spines to X-rays may be
initiated by the action of X-rays on photosensitive processes at the
surface. The initial portion of the dark adaptation curve (Figure 25)

for spine responses shows that, in the presence of intense light,
spines do not respond to X-rays. This observation suggests that Xrays may not be acting directly on the nerve net but may be acting by
excitation of photoreceptors. Since the reaction time of the spines

was also affected by the length of dark adaption, the photoreceptors

on the epidermis are considered to be a potential site of action.
No explanation can be given at the present time for the fact that
dark adaptation did not effect the reaction time of the tubefeet in the

intact urchin but did affect the response of isolated preparations
(Figure 29 ). Dark adaptation did increase the amplitude of response

of isolated tubefeet when exposed to X-rays at differing exposure

rates (Figure 29). It is entirely possible that light had an effect on
the tubefoot response of the intact urchin that was not apparent in the

in the reaction time criterion for a response. X-rays can cause some
reactions even in intense light. Consequently, while photoreceptors

appear to play a role in the sensitivity, there must be alternative
sites for X-ray stimulation that have not been identified in the case
of the tubefoot response. Photoreceptors appear more likely as a

receptor site in the case of the spine response.
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Mortality Response

The mortality response has not been reported previously for
any species of the phylum, Echinodermata, therefore intraspecies

comparisons are impossible here. The lethal response of mammals

to radiation is generally assessed by the determination of the
has reference

for a given species. The LD 50/30 days
50/30 days
to the amount of ionizing radiation that will kill 50 percent of the
LD

animals exposed within a 30 day period. It has been found that the

first 30 days after exposure mark the period of mortality in irradi-

ated mammals. Beyond this period, radiation may reduce life span
but does not produce death by injury to the systems damaged in the

acute phase.
Rugh (1959) has reported a compilation of LD 50/30 days values
for several species in terms of the amount of exposure (Roentgens)

rather than the absorbed dose (rads). T he guinea pig has an
LD 50/30 days of about 200 roentgens, the dog about 400 R, monkey

500 R, mouse 600 R, cat 700 R, snail 20,000 R, amoeba 100,000 R
and paramecium 300,000 R.

The urchin, however, displays mortality beyond the first 30
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days after exposure. At exposures below 30 kR, the majority of deaths
occurred during the second 30 days after exposure. In view of this

finding, it appears more appropriate to evaluate the lethal response
of Strongylocentrotus species on the basis of an LD50/60 days'
No attempt was made to determine the critical system that was

injured in this organism. To identify the critical system, it would be
necessary to do a detailed histological study. On the basis of the observations, however, one could make some conclusions about the

mortality pattern. The acute injury phase probably persists for 60
days as no deaths occurred during the subsequent 60 to 120 days

post irradiation.
The integument and appendages are relatively sensitive since
the shedding of spines and bleaching of pigment occurred in both

survivors and non-survivors.
Exposures above 6 kR have the potential capacity to destroy a

critical system since some degree of mortality did occur with this
amount of exposure.

The sea urchin Strongylocentrotus purpuratus is very resistant
to X-rays when compared to mammalian species.
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CONCLUSIONS

1.

The purple sea urchin,Strongylocentrotus purpuratus,is able
to detect ionizing radiation (X-rays) and is able to use the

information obtained so as to alter its behavior.
2.

Detection of X-rays by the urchin is apparent in the retraction
of tubefeet and the flexion of spines.

Both responses exhibit an inverse relationship between reaction time and exposure rate over the range tested in the manner
of a physiological stimulus. Responses are of short duration

and entirely reversible.
4.

The site of stimulation for the spinal flexion of urchins to X-

rays appears to be the photoreceptors of the urchin. The
retraction of tubefeet may be induced by other mechanisms.
5.

The mortality response pattern suggests an acute injury phase
much longer than in mammalian species and a much higher

degree of radioresistance.
6.

Detection of X-rays can occur at an exposure level that is
several magnitudes smaller than a potentially lethal exposure.

7.

A very elaborate nervous system is not essential for the
detection of X-rays.
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SUMMARY

The purple sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, was
exposed to 300 kVp X-rays at varying exposure rates. The urchin

was found to detect small bursts of X-rays and exhibited this detection by distinct behavioral responses. These responses were (1)
retraction of tubefoot, (2) flexion of the spines, and (3) a general
excitability as shown in increased movement.

When the intact urchin was exposed to X-rays at exposure rates
of 1 R/sec to 15 R/sec until a response occurred, it exhibited both
tubefoot retraction and spinal flexion. Under continuous exposure,

the reaction time for tubefoot retraction was exposure-rate dependent

and varied from 1.9 seconds at 15 R/sec to 12.5 seconds at 1 R/sec
The reaction time for spinal flexion was also exposure-rate dependent
and varied from 96 seconds at 15 R/sec to 162 seconds at 1 R/sec
The minimum amount of exposure required to elicit a response at

1 R/sec was found to be 2 R for tubefoot retraction and 6 R for
spinal flexion.

A local exposure to a small area was found to be sufficient to

elicit the responses of tubefoot retraction and the flexion of the spines
in the exposed area. Similarly, localized exposure would also

initiate responses in shielded tubefeet and spines. The reaction of
the shielded tubefeet appeared to have been mediated through the
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radial nerve directly and secondarily through the subepidermal
nerve net. The reaction of the shielded spines seemed to have been

mediated through the subepidermal nerve net primarily and second-

arily through the radial nerve. The conclusions about secondary
routes of mediation are based on the observation of slower reaction

times when the primary route is destroyed by sectioning nerves.
The reactions of the spines and the tubefeet were found to be

affected by intense light, suggesting the possibility that photorecep-

tors were perhaps a site for detection of X-rays by the urchin. The
photoreceptors are not entirely responsible for the tubefoot response,
since the isolated tubefeet showed some response in intense light.

The sea urchin is relatively resistant to X-rays as shown by
its LD50/60 days of 10. 37 kR. The urchins appear to die with only
one syndrome since survival times for decedent animals were narrowly distributed for a given amount of exposure. This syndrome
was not studied in detail. The acute phase of radiation injury for the

urchin appeared to persist for approximately eight weeks. Those
that survived this period generally showed recovery from acute
effects.
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